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Introduction to the Issue on Integrated Optics

This issue of the IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics is devoted to providing an overview of recent progress in the fields of guided-wave optics, photonic integrated devices, and optoelectronic integrated circuits. Published jointly with the Journal of Lightwave Technology, it is intended to summarize and highlight new developments in integrated-optical components and related technologies. The topics covered in this issue include passive as well as active optical waveguide devices in dielectric and semiconductor materials, with the exception of discrete semiconductor lasers and laser arrays, which will be highlighted in another issue of JSTQE.

One of the most exciting developments that have occurred in recent years is the first commercial application of integrated-optical devices in analog and digital fiber-optic communication systems. High-speed electrooptic intensity modulators on lithium niobate and monolithically integrated electroabsorption modulators on indium phosphide, for example, are widely used in long-distance terrestrial and submarine lightwave systems to encode the digital signals with little or no additional frequency-chirp into the optical carriers. Moreover, fast electrooptic polarization scramblers have become an important component in ultra-long transoceanic communication systems to eliminate anisotropic gain saturation in the optical amplifiers. In addition, integrated-optical wavelength multiplexers and demultiplexers on silica are employed in the first multiwavelength communication systems to combine and separate the various optical carriers at the transmitters and receivers. It is expected that these applications are just the beginning of an even more widespread commercial use of integrated-optical devices in future long-distance and local-area lightwave networks.

This important new development in Integrated Optics is reflected in many of the papers contributed to this issue. In an invited paper, Smit and van Dam of Delft University of Technology review the state-of-the-art of phased-array based wavelength multiplexers and multifrequency lasers for applications in multichannel communication systems and future all-optical networks. Moreover, Wehrmann et al. of the University of Paderborn report on a fully packaged, reconfigurable 2 × 2 wavelength add–drop multiplexer, which is based on a tunable acoustooptic mode converter in lithium niobate. Veselka and Korotky of Lucent Technologies demonstrate new methods for generating short optical pulses in advanced soliton transmission systems by using high-speed lithium niobate modulators. Takiguchi et al. of NTT present a photonic integrated waveguide circuit on silica that can serve as a programmable group-delay equalizer in fiberoptic transmission systems. And an invited paper by Renaud et al. of Alcatel Alsthom Recherche describes compact implementations of fast guided-wave switch arrays on indium phosphide and discusses potential applications in optical transport and switching networks.

While the performance and functionality of integrated-optical components is continuously improving, they face strong competition from alternative solutions based on, e.g., fiber-optic or microoptic devices. A joint invited paper by researchers from Philips Optoelectronics Centre, the Technical University of Eindhoven, and Delft University of Technology (Pennings et al.) critically assesses the merits and prospects of integrated-optical devices in two specific applications. By comparing the time scale of the development of integrated-optical components to that of integrated electrical circuits, they conclude that earlier expectations of Integrated Optics were ill-based and, although developments in the field of wavelength multiplexing are promising, that a major breakthrough is not to be expected before the turn of the century.

However, significant progress has been made in the monolithic integration of semiconductor lasers with high-speed modulators as well as in integrating high-speed photodetectors with front-end receiver electronics, leading to a substantial reduction in device sizes and costs. An invited paper by Ramdane et al. of FRANCE TELECOM/CNET reviews various solutions for monolithic integration of multiple-quantum-well distributed-feedback lasers with high-speed electroabsorption modulators on indium phosphide. Another approach for integrating active and passive optical components is described in an invited paper by Baumann et al. of the University of Paderborn, who have successfully demonstrated erbium-doped optical amplifiers and tunable lasers in lithium niobate waveguides. They report the first monolithic integration of a lithium niobate DBR laser with a high-speed electrooptic intensity modulator. Finally, Bach et al. of Heinrich–Hertz Institut discuss the design and performance of a monolithically integrated optical receiver on indium phosphide. Another approach for designing passive optical components is described in an invited paper by Ahmed et al. of the University of Paderborn, who have successfully demonstrated an integrated laser on silica that can serve as a programmable group-delay equalizer in fiberoptic transmission systems. And an invited paper by Renaud et al. of Alcatel Alsthom Recherche describes compact implementations of fast guided-wave switch arrays on indium phosphide and discusses potential applications in optical transport and switching networks.

We hope that this issue will be useful in disseminating some of the recent progress being made in the field of Integrated Optics and that it will stimulate new ideas for further advances in the performance, technology, and application of integrated-optical devices and circuits. We would like to thank the authors and reviewers for their invaluable contributions and we are especially grateful to Dr. M. Kawachi of NTT Optoelectronics Laboratories who initially served as one of the Guest Editors for this issue.
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